Generating intriguing question is a key step towards building human-like open-domain chatbots. Although some recent works have focused on this task, compared with questions raised by humans, significant gaps remain in maintaining semantic coherence with the posts, which may result in generating dull or deviated questions. We observe that the answer has strong semantic coherence to its question and post, which can be used to guide question generation. Thus, we devise two methods to further enhance semantic coherence between post and question under the guidance of answer. First, the coherence score between generated question and answer is used as the reward function in a reinforcement learning framework, to encourage the cases that are consistent with the answer in semantic. Second, we incorporate adversarial training to explicitly control question generation in the direction of question-answer coherence. The extensive experiments show that our two methods outperform state-of-the-art baseline algorithms with large margins in raising semantic coherent questions.
Introduction
Neural question generation (NQG) has been extensively studied because of its broad application in question answering (QA) systems (Tang et al., 2018; Duan et al., 2017) , reading comprehension (Kim et al., 2019; , and visual question answering (Fan et al., 2018) . However, the research of open-domain conversational question generation (CQG) Hu et al., 2018) is still in its infancy. Different from traditional NQG task, the goal of CQG is to enhance the interactiveness and persistence of chit-chatting. Raising appropriate questions in the conversational system is essential because a mature system should well interact with users by not only responding posts but also asking questions (Li et al., 2016b) . Furthermore, asking intriguing questions can proactively probe the users to go deeper and further into the conversational topic (Yu et al., 2016) .
The existing CQG methods usually suffer from dullness and deviation problem, because the semantic coherence is easily disrupted. first studied the CQG task with PMI model to predict topic words in the inference, which may incorporate noise and generate deviated questions. Hu et al. (2018) proposed an aspectbased question generation model with an encoderdecoder method that did not consider the diversity and might raise dull questions.
Taking Table 1 as a motivating example, the topic of this conversation is about cooking and dishes. For the initial post about enjoying cooking, the appropriate response is a question asking about the special dishes or making appetizers, and the answer tells the exact dish, i.e. "beef ". If we ignore the answer information, a dull question (e.g. "What do you mean?") or a deviated question (e.g. "How about going singing?") may be raised. Table 1 shows that there exists semantic coherence in the post-question-answer conversational thread. The performance limitations of previous CQG literature partially lie in that they only consider the post to generate the question, but the answer that contains rich conversational semantics is ignored. In reading comprehension task, answer information could help to identify appropriate interrogative words (Kim et al., 2019) , or copy appropriate phrase by position-aware attention . Similarly, answer information is leveraged to established the connection between QA and QG (Tang et al., 2018) . Although the answer semantics are very effective in traditional N-QG tasks, they have never been utilized for generating questions in conversations. Unlike NQG that the question and answer are manually designed according to the context and its goal is to generate an accurate and exact matching question, the triples are all casual and non-goal-oriented conversational utterances in CQG as shown in Table 1 .
In this paper, we intend to utilize semantics in answer to guide conversational question generation. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work incorporating coherence between questions and answers into the CQG task. It is quite challenging to include question-answer semantic coherence into the objective function of supervised CQG models because the coherence also depends on answer information that does not exist in the inference process, i.e. we do not know the answer to the question in advance in a live chatbot. The unavailable answers during inference is the main difference between traditional NQG and CQG task.
To tackle these challenges, we propose two separate learning frameworks based on reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton et al., 2000) and generative adversarial network (GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) respectively. For the RL framework, we utilize semantic coherence as an estimation of question quality, with inspiration of the fact that the semantic (topic) is coherent in the same questionanswer pair. We propose a GRU-MatchPyramid model that incorporates a bi-directional GRU into MatchPyramid model (Pang et al., 2016) to capture higher level's word semantic. Then we employ the pretrained GRU-MatchPyramid to measure the coherence between a question and its cor-responding answer. After that, the coherence model is regarded as the environment in an RL framework for optimization, which will guide the learning process to penalize the dull and deviated questions. In addition, the environment is not required during inference.
For the GAN framework, we incorporate adversarial training to explicitly improve coherence between questions and answers. We jointly train a question generator and a discriminator (i.e. GRU-MatchPyramid model) that measures the semantic coherence between generated questions (as well as ground-truth questions) and answers. Only a welltrained generator is needed in inference.
The conditional variational autoencoders (C-VAE) is effective in capturing the diversity of valid responses . Based on the advantage of CVAE, we further incorporate prior knowledge of question type to generate questions with reasonable type. Finally, we integrate CVAE into RL framework and GAN frameworks respectively, and propose two novel CQG models, dubbed as RL-CVAE and A-CVAE. Our contributions are summarized in three folds:
• We are the first to incorporate the answer factor into CQG task. The semantic coherence between questions and answers could guide the model to generate more appropriate questions.
• We propose two novel answer-guided semantic coherent CQG models, i.e. RL-CVAE and A-CVAE. The answer information is exploited with reinforcement learning and adversarial learning respectively.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments on our crawled Reddit conversation dataset to confirm the effectiveness of our proposed model. The experimental results demonstrate that our models consistently outperform strong baseline methods.
Related Work
The neural network-based methods have been applied successfully in natural language generation problems, such as text summarization (See et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019) , machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017) and question generation. Traditional NQG tasks are explored in reading comprehension (Kim et al., 2019; , QA systems (Tang et al., 2018; Duan et al., 2017) . In such tasks, the answer is known and is part of the input to the generated question. The answer information could help to predict reasonable interrogative words (Kim et al., 2019) , or perceive appropriate phrase by modelling the relative distance between the context words and the answer , or bridge the relevance between QA and QG tasks (Tang et al., 2018) . Furthermore, NQG can also be deployed as chatbot components, such as visual question answering (Fan et al., 2018) , task-oriented dialogues (Li et al., 2016b) , and open-domain dialogue generation Hu et al., 2018) . Li et al. (2016b) devised several handcrafted templates, which is not applicable to open-domain conversational systems. first studied on open-domain CQG, and they devised soft and hard typed decoders by capturing different roles of different word types, and used PMI model to predict topic words. Hu et al. (2018) proposed an aspect-based question generation problem, and used an encoder-decoder model to generate aspect-specific questions.
The RL has been widely applied to conversational generation (Zhou and Wang, 2018; Li et al., 2016c; Heeman et al., 2012; Lemon et al., 2014) , and the GAN has been successfully applied to text generation Yu et al., 2017) . However, these methods did not explore the answer information. Inspired by the important role of answer information in traditional NQG tasks, we intend to use RL and GAN to solve the open-domain CQG problem. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to incorporate answer and conversational content into the both RL and GAN frameworks for this task.
3 Proposed Models
Problem Formalization
Following the conversation question generation paradigm , our method has a similar task setting where a question is generated based on a post utterance. For the particularity of our task, we further leverage the question type to control and interpret the generated question, and take advantage of the semantic coherence guided by answer information to improve the quality of generated questions.
The conversational content (U , q, l, a), con-sists of post utterance U , response utterance (i.e. question) q with its question type l, and answer utterance a to question q. In training, we aim to estimate the probability p(q, l|U ) utilizing C-VAE, and use reinforcement learning and adversarial learning to explore the answer information a with GRU-MatchPyramid measuring the coherence. In inference, given a new post utterance U , we can generate an appropriate question q and question type l according to the generation probability.
Note that the answer utterance a is only used in training process, and is unknown in inference process.
Conditional Variational Autoencoder
The conditional variational autoencoder (C-VAE) (Sohn et al., 2015) is an extention of sequence-to-sequence model, and proves to be very effective in promoting the diversity in conversation generation (Serban et al., 2017) . Besides, prior linguistic features (e.g. dialogue acts denotes the vector concatenation operation. In training process, approximated poster latent variable z obtained from recognition network, together with true question type l and post utterance U are concatenated for decoder process. At the same time, red dashed arrows refer to inference process, where we replace z with prior latent variable z obtained from prior network, and replace l with predicted question type l in decoder process.
The CVAE model introduces a latent variable z to capture the distribution over responses, so the generation probability is defined as p(q, z, l|U ) = p(q|z, U, l)p(l|z, U )p(z|U ). As shown in Figure 1, the encoder neural network is formulated as the bi-directional GRU model, which is used to encode post U and question q. The question type l is represented by a real-valued, low dimensional vector which is learnt through training. Note that the reason why we use the actual question type l during training is to generate appropriate question consistent with the ground-truth in content and question type simultaneously. By assuming z follows multivariate Gaussian distribution, the prior network parameterized by θ P is introduced to
The latent variables are sampled by reparameterization trick. The question type prediction network parameterized by θ L is introduced to approximate p L (l|U, z). The decoder neural network parameterized by θ D is formulated as a 1-layer GRU model, which is used to approximate p D (q|z, U, l). During training, z obtained by recognition network, together with l and U are used to approximate p D (q|z, U, l). The response decoder then gets sematic representation h 1 ,...,h m+1 with predicting the words of response. During inference, z obtained by prior network, together with predicted question type l and U are regarded as input of decoder process, which corresponds to red dashed arrows in Figure 1 .
Finally, the CVAE model incorporated with question type is trained by maximizing both the variational lower bound and question type prediction accuracy:
We use KL annealing (Bowman et al., 2016) and bag-of-word loss to avoid the vanishing latent variable problem.
GRU-MatchPyramid Model
In this paper, we formulate measuring the semantic coherence between questions and answers as a text matching task.
The MatchPyramid (Pang et al., 2016) considers both semantic representation and semantic inter-actions in text matching. However, for large-scale conversational text, it is more essential to capture the word's higher level semantic rather than superficial meaning, as quite a part of sentence pairs in conversation do not have the same keywords but only contain semantic-related words (e.g. "dish" in ground truth question and "cooking", "beaf " in answer of Table 1 ). So we introduce bi-directional GRU into MatchPyramid model's word level to capture higher level's word semantic, and propose a new GRU-MatchPyramid model.
For question q's i-th word w i with embedding e w i , and answer a's j-th word v j with embedding e v j , the matching matrix M is defined as:
where M ij is semantic coherence degree between word w i and word v j , BiGRU (e w i ) and
BiGRU (e v j ) are words' high-level semantic representation via bi-directional GRU, and ⊗ is dot product operation. Then a one-layer convolutional neural network is used to extract the matching pattern based on M , and the features matrix is obtained. Afterwards, a max-over-time pooling operation (Collobert et al., 2011) over the features matrix obtained by convolutional operation is used to capture the most important information M . We flatten M and use a MLP model to generate the semantic coherence feature f . The semantic feature M , coherence feature f and coherence score s are defined as:
where ϕ is the rectified linear units activation
RL-CVAE
Inspired by reinforcement learning in controlling characteristics of generated responses (e.g. grammatical coherence (Li et al., 2016c) , or sentiment expression (Zhou and Wang, 2018) ), we conjecture that promoting the question-answer semantic coherence via reinforcement learning can help generate appropriate questions. The supervised learning cannot be applied to calculate question-answer semantic coherence, as it suffers from the non-differentiable problem caused by the sampling-based output decoding procedure.
CVAE Agent

GRU-MatchPyramid Environment
q' action
r reward a answer U message Figure 2 : The CVAE with reinforcement learning (RL-CVAE). We formulate the CVAE model as an agent and pretrained GRU-MatchPyramid model as an environment in an RL framework. Solid arrows present the process of generating action q (i.e. generated question) on the condition of state U (i.e. post). Red dashed arrows refer to agent's interaction process with the environment, where reward r is obtained by using action q and answer a. Green dashed arrow refer to policy gradient optimization process with reward r.
To explicitly promote the semantic coherence between questions and answers, we propose a RL-CVAE model, as shown in Figure 2 . Specifically, RL-CVAE is initialized by the pretrained CVAE model that acts as an agent in reinforcement learning. The action q is the generated question, and the state is denoted by the post U and will affect the action. The policy of agent takes the form of CVAE, and it will output a probability distribution over actions conditioned on given states U . The pretrained GRU-MatchPyramid model acts as an environment, which considers answer a and question q as input, and calculates the reward function to output reward value r. The reward value r (i.e. semantic coherence score) can be interpreted as quality estimation of q so that it can guide the learning process to reward the cases that have strong coherence to the answer, and to penalize the cases that have little coherence to the answer (i.e. the dull and deviated cases).
We utilize pretrained GRU-MatchPyramid model as the measuring method to evaluate semantic coherence between q and a. When training GRU-MatchPyramid model, we use negative sampling method to construct the training data, which has been successfully applied in retrieval-based chatbot and text matching task (Liu et al., 2016) . Specifically, for each question (groundtruth) and answer pair (q, a) in the conversation generation training data, we randomly sample five negative questions q − , chosen from other posts' ground-truth responses. The training objective is that the score of (q, a) should be larger than ( q − , a) with at least threshold. The loss function is defined as:
where s is semantic coherence score between question and answer as defined in Equation 5.
After obtaining a generated question q , we get coherence score r 0 + = s(q , a) between generated question and answer. However, r 0 + has a wide range of value that it could not be used as reward value in reinforcement learning directly. Similar with GRU-MatchPyramid's training process, we create a coherence score set R − with negative examples, and use min-max scaling to normalize the coherence score r 0 + . Specifically, we randomly select n negative questions q 1 − , q 2 − , ... q n − from other posts's ground-truth responses, and then calculate their coherence scores with a via Equation 5, i.e. R − = ( r 1 − , r 2 − , ..., r n − ). The final coherence score r(q , a) is then defined as follows:
where min( R − , r 0 + ) and max( R − , r 0 + ) are the minimum value and maximum value of set ( R − , r 0 + ). We use the policy gradient methods (Sutton et al., 2000) for optimization with the expected reward defined as:
The gradient is estimated as:
A-CVAE
The GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014) is effective in controlling attributes of generated text (e.g. sentiment (Logeswaran et al., 2018) or thematic ). Based on our assumption that C-QG task can benefit from question-answer semantic coherence, we propose an A-CVAE model with a question generator and a question-answer coherence discriminator to further improve the quality of generated questions. In Figure 3 , the generator (i.e. CVAE model) is used to generate questions q , and the discriminator (i.e. GRU-MatchPyramid model) is incorporated to learn the matching score between generated question q (as well as ground-truth question q) and answer a. In the discriminator, we treat q as the negative sample incoherent to answer a, and treat q as the positive sample, which on the contrary is coherent to a. Then the loss from this discriminator is back-propagated to the decoder process of the generator to improve the coherence.
Inspired by , to better perform gradient calculation in adversarial process, the decoder's state sequence (h 1 , h 2 , ..., h m ) shown in Figure 1 is used to represent generated question q . To align dimension between q and a, we conduct nonlinear transformation on state h i :
After transformation, the q is then denoted as q = (h 1 , h 2 , ..., h m ). According to Equation 5, we get the semantic coherence score s g between q and a (i.e. s g = s(q , a) ), and score s t between the ground-truth question q and a (i.e. s t = s(q, a) ).
Following the routine of improved wasserstein generative adversarial networks, i.e. WGAN-PG (Gulrajani et al., 2017) , the discriminator is trained to measure the semantic coherence degree between generated (as well as ground truth) questions and answers, according to the semantic coherence scores s g and s t , with minimizing the objective function:
Note that the discriminator which utilizes the answer is only applied during the training process, because the answer information is unavailable during inference. The overall objective of generator is to minimize
with respect to parameters of the CVAE, where L CV AE is defined in Equation 1. λ is a balancing parameter. Intuitively, during training the generator is trying to generate answer-coherent questions that would confuse the discriminator as to these questions' origin (i.e. ground-truth or generated) by maximizing L D , so that the discriminator is forced to become a strong semantic coherence evaluator to distinguish these questions' origin by minimizing L D , until both the generator and discriminator can not improve any more. In this way, the adversarial learning can push generator to generate questions indistinguishable from ground-truth.
Experiment
Experiment Setup
We extract our experiment corpus on Reddit 1 , and the comment utterances are crawled for our experiment evaluation 2 . Inspired by (Fan et al., 2018) , we categorize questions into 9 types, i.e. "what", "when", "where","who","why" "how","can (could)","do (did, does)","is (am, are, was, were)" according to interrogative words that are the most significant features to distinguish question types. We filter out the crawled data whose questions are not included in these 9 types, because these data occupy a small proportion in the crawled conversation dataset, and it is difficult to learn satisfying question type representation. Ultimately, we collected 1,164,345 pieces of data, and each of which has a post, a question, and an answer. We randomly selected 30,000 triples for validation and another 30,000 triples for testing. The average number of words in post/response/answer is 18.84/19.03/19.30 respectively. We choose top 40,000 frequent words as the vocabulary. We use the 200d Glove embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) pretrained on Wikipedia 2014 dataset as word embedding. In CVAE, the size of encoder state is set to 300, and the size of decoder state is set to 400. We set the size of latent Gaussian variable to 200, the size of question type to 100, and the size of mini-batch to 30. The prior network and question type prediction network have a hidden layer whose dimension is 400. All weights are initialized by the xavier method (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) . The dataset is tokenized using the NLTK tokenizer. We optimize our model using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with learning state of 0.001 and gradient clipping at 5. We use KL-annealing strategy with the temperature varying from 0 to 1 and increased by 1/60k after each iteration of batch update.
For the GRU-MatchPyramid model, the bidirectional GRU model for encoding question and answer has a hidden state of 300 in size. In the convolutional operation, the kernel size is set to (3,3), with the stride size to 2.
In RL-CVAE, we set threshold to 1 in GRU-MatchPyramid's training, and set number n to 100 in min-max scaling. The pretrained CVAE model is obtained by bag-of-words loss along with KL annealing to 0.5 after training 30k batches. Then we use policy loss to obtain the final model with KL weight kept at 0.5. In A-CVAE, we set balancing parameter λ in generator's loss to 0.1, and train the discriminator one time for every five times training of generator.
Baselines
Seq2Seq: A simple sequence-to-sequence model with attention mechanism. CVAE: Conditional variational autoencoders with an auxiliary bag-of-words loss is used to generate diverse responses . STD&HTD: The STD uses soft typed decoder by estimating words' distribution over word types, and HTD uses hard typed decoder by specifying the type of each word explicitly . Because these two methods depend on PMI, we collected about 100,000 post-response pairs from Reddit to estimate the probabilities in PMI. The HTD is the state-of-the-art model for C-QG task.
Question Generation Evaluation
Perplexity: The perplexity (PPL) (Vinyals and Le, 2015) could evaluate whether generated responses satisfy the grammatical rules, and lower value reflects better fluency. RUBER: RUBER (Referenced metric and Unreferenced metric Blended Evaluation Routine) (Tao et al., 2018) has shown a high correlation with human annotation in open-domain conversation response evaluation. RUBER measures the similarity between generated responses and ground-truth responses as referenced metric, and measures the relatedness as unreferenced metric. The similarity is calculated via cosine similarity, and the relatedness is obtained by a neural network pretrained via utterance matching method. Then the geometric averaging (RubG) and arithmetic averaging (Ru-bA) are obtained via these two metrics, and higher value reflects better semantic coherence. Distinct2 (Li et al., 2016a) : We count numbers of distinct bigrams in the generated responses. The ratio (Dist2) is obtained by dividing the counted number by the total number of generated bigrams, and higher value reflects better diversity. As shown in Table 2 , CVAE(qt) incorporates question type information, and slightly improves the performance compared with CVAE, because it could help generate questions with reasonable type. Furthermore, answer information could further improve the overall performance. First, RL-CVAE and A-CVAE perform fairly well with lower perplexities, because they could generate fluent questions. Second, they can obtain higher RubG and RubA scores, showing that taking advantage of coherence between question and answer could further enhance semantic coherence between post and question. Third, they obtain higher distinct values, because answer information provides extra clues to guide question generation.
Our RL-CVAE performs better than A-CVAE. This is because the decoder's hidden states are utilized to represent generated question word tokens in A-CVAE, which is asymmetric to the groundtruth question in adversarial process. Instead, the question sentence is observed in RL-CVAE after the model arrives at the end of a sequence, and it is then used to calculate coherence degree directly.
Effect of GRU-MatchPyramid
We use mean average precision (MAP) to evaluate the performance of GRU-MatchPyramid model. MAP is the metric to measure the accuracy of tex- it's 660k for normal players. and in the newswire they said all the returning player stuff would be free for returning players. t matching, and it is the average of the maximum precisions at different recall values. As shown in Table 3 , GRU-MatchPyramid model performs better than MatchPyramid (dubbed as MP) model in large scale conversational data, because of capturing higher level semantic of word. In this way, we get a better reward function in RL-CVAE, and a better discriminator in A-CVAE.
Question Answer Coherence Evaluation
To evaluate the degree of semantic coherence between generated questions and answers, we apply two evaluation methods: (1) cosine similarity: inspired by sentence-level similarity evaluation , we use embedding-based metrics to calculate cosine similarity, and higher similarity implies better topic similarity.
(2) matching score: we use pretrained GRU-MatchPyramid model to calculate the semantic coherence, and higher scores imply better semantic coherence. As shown in Table 5 , our proposed models could generate questions coherent to answers in inference process. The coherence of question and answer improved overall performance shown in Table 2 by a large margin.
Human Evaluation
We randomly sampled 500 cases and recruited three graduate students as human annotators. To Table 6 : Results of human evalution based on criteria of appropriateness (A), semantic coherence (S) and willingness to answer (W). each annotator, we showed the same post utterance of a test example with all seven questions generated by different models. The seven questions were presented in random order, and the annotators were asked to evaluate whether each question satisfies criteria defined as: (1) Appropriateness: measures whether a question is reasonable in logic and grammar. (2) Semantic coherence: measures whether the question are coherent to the given post. Incoherent questions include dull and deviated cases. (3) Willingness to answer: measures whether a user is willing to answer the question. This criterion is to justify how likely the generated questions can elicit further interactions.
We calculate the ratio of each criterion satisfied, and regard the sum as the evaluation result. The results are calculated by averaging the annotations from the three judges. We calculated the Fleiss' kappa (Fleiss, 1971) to measure interannotator agreement. Fleiss' kappa for Appropriateness, Semantic coherence and Willingness to answer is 0.486, 0.421 and 0.506 respectively, indicating "Moderate agreement" for all three criteria. As shown in Table 6 , RL-CVAE and A-CVAE are consistently in line with the human perspective, especially in semantic coherence and willing to answer criteria. It indicates that with utilizing question-answer semantic coherence, the generated questions are more coherent to posts, and our models could help to drive the conversation to go further proactively. Compared with the state-ofthe-art model HTD, our proposed models could effectively alleviate the dullness and deviation issues.
Case Study
As shown in Table 4 , we list two cases from test corpus to compare different methods. The topics about post and answer in the two cases are about "third-party seller of amazon" and "returning players" respectively. The A-CVAE and RL-CVAE model could generate appropriate questions coherent to both posts and answers semantically, showing that answer information of training process helps to control and guide the question generation obviously. However, without exploring answer information, the baseline models may only generate dull questions (e.g. Seq2Seq), or deviated questions (e.g. CVAE, STD, and HTD). Furthermore, based on the given post and generated questions, we are more willing to answer the questions generated by our methods.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two novel models A-CVAE and RL-CVAE, which can generate semantic coherent questions under the guidance of answers in open-domain conversational system. For A-CVAE model, we use adversarial training to explicitly control question generation in the direction of question-answer coherence. For RL-CVAE, the coherence between questions and answers is leveraged as the reward function in an RL framework. Furthermore, our work of utilizing RL and GAN with answer information is general, and it can be easily extended to existing work.
